CAMSS28EX38LP
SHELTER SYSTEM

CHOICE OF THE UNITED
STATES MILITARY SERVICES
HIGH QUALITY
There are numerous reasons government agencies and corporations depend on CAMSS for their
shelter needs, and the CAMSS28EX38LP is a perfect example of why our systems are known for
their quality and resilience. All materials in the CAMSS28EX38LP are specifically designed to be
resistant to deterioration caused by various environmental conditions. For instance, the
aluminum frame used in this system provides superior corrosion-resistance.

RUGGED & EFFICIENT
The CAMSS28EX38LP Shelter System is most popularly used by the Navy and measures 28’ wide
by 38’ long, with a sidewall height of 11’ and a 17.6’ height at its peak. Each shelter includes a
12’ wide by 8’ high Steel Panel Roll-up Vehicular Door in each end wall, and two Aluminum
Personnel Doors. The volume of accessibility supplied by these entrances combined with an
impressive amount of interior space available makes this system a perfect fit for maintenance
bays, repair shops, classrooms, storage facilities, and numerous other possibilities. Additionally,
to best suit your purpose, the CAMSS28EX38LP is available with a range of options and add-ons;
whether that means double zipper doors instead of the roll-up door or a complete electrical
package with distribution panel, lights and outlets. The shelter is also available in an extended
height model, the CAMSS28EX38NVY, which offers 14.5’ sidewalls and a 20’ peak height.

FIELD PROVEN
The CAMSS28EX38LP and CAMSS28EX38NVY are both rated for 70 mph winds with a 20 pound
snow load. The optional High Wind Kit increases the wind load to 100 mph. In the field, CAMSS
shelters successfully weather typhoons in the Middle East and endure hurricanes closer to home
without sustaining damage.

QUOTES & ORDERING
Available on GSA Contract and DLA
GSA Contract No. GS-07F-0029L

800 984 7678
shelters@camss.com

Available for commercial
as well as military users

CAMSS28EX38LP

800 984 7678
www.camss.com
shelters@camss.com

CAMSS Shelters
P.O. Box 2459
Kirkland, WA 98083

CAGE Code: 1M7W1
Business Size: Small

